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Programmed Locomotion of an Active Gel Driven by Spiral Waves

to perform mechanical functions, e.g., cell crawling driven by
intracellular spiral actin waves.[13-15] The kinematic laws, dynamic
mechanisms and control of such interactions between spiral
waves and active media remain largely unexplored. Here, in an
effort to address these issues, we theoretically investigate spiral
waves coupling to a stimulus-responsive gel undergoing active
locomotion. From these investigations, we extract a systematic
description of spiral wave-driven active locomotion and its control.
The system we employ is an artificial stimulus-responsive
medium, a self-oscillating photosensitive polymer gel that
covalently binds the catalyst, tris(bipyridine) ruthenium (II) of the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (Ru(II)-catalyzed BZR).[16] In
response to the periodic changes in the redox state of the catalyst
during the BZR oscillations, the gel alternately swells and
deswells. Waves of catalyst concentration can be initialized to
propagate and propel the active gel.[17] Balazs and coworkers
developed a reaction-diffusion-mechanics model of the BZ gel
known as the gel lattice-spring model (gLSM),[18-20] which
captures not only the large-scale shape changes[21] but also the
locomotion of the gel.[22]
By varying the illumination pattern that shines on the gel, we
have obtained a variety of locomotion modes of the gel in one
spatial dimension (1D) from experimental[23] and theoretical[24,25]
investigations, such as positive and negative phototaxis[23],
retrograde and direct wave locomotion,[24] and autonomous
reciprocating migration.[25] The photosensitive nature of the BZ gel
[24, 26, 27]
generates an illumination-modulated internal dynamics of
the system (competition between the push and pull effects from
the wavefront and waveback, respectively[24, 25]). We investigate
here how the gel locomotion in two dimensions (2D) is driven and
programmed by the spiral waves.
The principles of active locomotion [28] and our recent
theoretical studies [24, 25] allow us to identify three key components
of spiral waves driving this stimulus-responsive gel. First, the selfsustained propagation of spiral waves drives the gel to undergo
continuous peristalsis, enabling the system to consume energy
from the reactants in the BZ solution to generate repeated inplace swelling and deswelling. Second, force asymmetry between
the push and the pull from a spiral wave’s front and back can
generate basic modes of gel locomotion, e.g., circular motion of
the gel’s center of mass. Third, when a system parameter is
adjusted, new asymmetry can arise as the simple spiral dynamics
loses stability to produce more sophisticated modes of locomotion.
In this theoretical work, we first study the transitions
between locomotion modes of the gel driven by a self-sustained
spiral wave, then discuss the relationship between spiral wave
types and locomotion modes, and analyze the dynamic origins of
the transitions. Finally, we use the insights gained in order to
program the locomotion of the gel into polygonal pathways[29]
using time-periodic sequences of illumination.

Abstract: Active media that host spiral waves can display complex
modes of locomotion driven by the dynamics of those waves. We use
a model of a photosensitive stimulus-responsive gel that supports the
propagation of spiral chemical waves to study locomotive transition
and programed locomotion. The mode transition between circular and
toroidal locomotion results from the onset of spiral tip meandering that
arises via a secondary Hopf bifurcation as the level of illumination is
increased. This dynamic instability of the system introduces a second
circular locomotion with a small diameter caused by tip meandering.
The original circular locomotion with large diameter is driven by the
push-pull asymmetry of the wavefront and waveback of the simple
spiral waves initiated at one corner of gel. By harnessing this mode
transition of the gel locomotion via coded illumination, we design
programmable pathways of nature-inspired angular locomotion of the
gel.

Introduction
Spiral wave structures that result from the coupling between
nonlinear physical or chemical interactions and mass transport
are ubiquitous in nature and in physical and chemical artificial
systems.[1-3] Theoretical and experimental studies of spiral waves
over the past four decades have provided insights into such
phenomena as the meandering of spiral tips,[4,5] outwardly or
inwardly[6] propagating spirals, chiral structures,[7] dynamic
instabilities of spiral waves,[1,3] scroll waves in three spatial
dimensions,[8-10] and chimera structures in spiral waves.[11]
Propagation of spiral waves is typically closely coupled to
the medium through which they propagate, as in spiral waves of
electrical signals propagating across cardiac muscle cells,[12]
where the interaction between the medium and the spiral waves
enables the system to generate mechanical/biological function. In
previous experimental and theoretical studies on BelousovZhabotinsky spiral waves, there is no active interplay between the
waves and the unresponsive medium (usually aqueous solution,
agar or silica gel).[1] However, in living systems, in vivo media
typically interact with signal waves
[*]
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Figure 1. Gel locomotion in darkness and under homogeneous illumination. The color of the gel represents the value of v. A) Evolution of the unilluminated (I = 0)
gel location with time (t = 6000, t=241999, t=381000, t=533000, and t=680000). The closed circle is the trajectory of the gel’s center of mass with large diameter as
shown in Movie S1 in the Supporting Information. �g⃗ denotes the spatial orientation of the gel; the angle between���⃗
g and �x⃗ (the horizontal axis) is the rotation angle of
���⃗). Points O and S indicate the gel’s center and the position of the spiral tip, respectively. β is
the gel (α), whose time derivative is the rotation velocity of the gel (Ω
��������⃗ with respect to���⃗.
the angle of the line O-S
g Inset 1 is an enlarged view of the gel showing the rigid rotation of the spiral tip (with diameter Ls). Inset 2 (square region
with dashed boundaries) shows the illuminated (I = 0.02) trajectory of gel’s center of mass. B) Enlarged view of toroidal motion of the gel under illumination (I =
0.02). The active gel displays non-closed circular locomotion with small diameter, as shown in Movies S2 in the Supporting Information. TS denotes the oscillatory
period of the simple spiral wave. TC and RC denote the period and diameter, respectively, of closed circular gel motion driven by simple non-centered spiral waves.
TM and RM denote the period and diameter, respectively, of non-closed circular gel motion driven by meandering spiral waves initiated off-center, and TT and RT
denote the period and diameter, respectively, of the center cycle of non-closed circular locomotion forming the torus structure. The directions of non-closed circular
locomotion and the locomotion of the torus center are denoted by the red and blue dashed arrows, respectively. Insets 1 and 2 show the diameter (R) and the period
(T) of the circular motion of the gel’s center of mass versus I. In all simulations, ε = 0.1, χ* = 0.1, and f = 1.0. The definition of these parameters can be found in the
part 1 of the Supplementary Information.

Results and Discussion
is increased to 0.02 (see inset 2 in Figure 1A and Figure 1B), there
is a dramatic change in the gel’s behavior. The trajectory of the
gel’s center of mass becomes an open circle (see movie S2 in the
Supporting Information and red arrows in Figure 1B) caused by
tip meandering (Figure 2B), with about a 2.5 unit diameter (about
a twentieth the size of gel). The toroidal locomotion is formed from
the continuous open circular locomotion (RT ≈1.3, the diameter of
the central curve of the open circles). Toroidal locomotion of the
gel at different light intensities and parameters is shown in Figure
S2 of the Supporting Information. Here, the spiral tip is no longer
confined to one corner of the gel but begins to meander
anticlockwise along the boundary of gel, as indicated by the
colored bar in Figure 2B. The time scales of the gel locomotion,
fS, fM, fC and fT, vary with the level of illumination, as shown in
Figure S3.
As shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information, we
have examined the mode of gel locomotion driven by four types
of chemical waves: translation of a gel driven by pulse waves;
stationary gel subject to centered target waves; translation of a
gel driven by non-centered target waves; and rotational motion
propelled by centered spiral waves. These are simple modes of
locomotion. We further investigate the propagation of spiral
waves that propel the gel to undergo locomotion with compound
modes, such as those shown in Figure 1.
We first discuss the driving effect of a non-centered spiral
wave, which is shown in Figure 2A. The effect can be
decomposed into a rotational and a translational component. For
the rotational motion, both wave vectors of non-centered and
centered spiral waves always have a non-zero tangential

Transition from closed circular to toroidal motion with
illumination
To investigate the autonomous motion of the twodimensional gel under spatially homogenous and inhomogeneous
illumination, we incorporate a two-variable photosensitive
Oregonator model [23,26] of the BZR into the gLSM.[18-20] Details of
the model and computation method are given in part 1 of the
Supporting Information. Propagation of clockwise spiral waves is
initiated at one corner of the gel, which drives the gel to undergo
persistent locomotion due to the self-sustained nature of the spiral
waves. Figure 1A displays large-amplitude circular movement of
the gel driven by a simple spiral wave. Here, the corners of the
gel are labeled 1-4, and corner 1 is marked by a red dot. Point S
(near corner 1) denotes the position of the spiral wave tip. Red
circles in the inset 1 show the trajectory of the spiral wave tip on
the gel. The time evolution of the center of mass of the gel is
shown in Figure 1A, where the diameter of this closed circular
trajectory is about four times that of the gel. In the meantime, the
gel undergoes anticlockwise circular locomotion, with the angle α
��⃗, see
increasing linearly with time (the rotation velocity of gel, Ω
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
Corner 1 always moves ahead during the closed circular
motion, while the spiral wave tip always rotates with its center
remaining in this corner. The inset in Figure 1A shows that the
path of the spiral tip is also a closed circle, centered near the
corner, about 10 units in diameter. We call such spiral waves, in
which the center of the tip path does not coincide with the center
of the gel, non-centered spiral waves. When the light intensity (I)
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Figure 2. Gel locomotion driven by two kinds of spiral waves. A) Gel locomotion driven by a non-centered simple spiral wave. P is a point in the peak of a spiral
wave (curve lS). Vector 𝑟𝑟⃗ is the position of P relative to point S (position of the spiral tip). 𝑘𝑘�⃗ is a wave vector at a local grid point of the gel, which points in the local
����⃗𝑟𝑟 and ���⃗
propagation direction of the wave and perpendicular to the tangent line lτ. 𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘τ are orthogonal components of 𝑘𝑘�⃗,. For the translational and rotational velocity
���⃗ , respectively. B) Trajectory of gel center motion and spiral tip drift under constant
of the gel, the local vectors are ���⃗
𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 and �ω
�⃗ , and the total vectors are ����⃗
𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 and Ω
illumination with I = 0.02. Inset shows the trajectory of the gel center. ① to ⑤ denote different phases of the gel motion (∆β = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2, and 2π).

component, ����⃗
𝑘𝑘𝜏𝜏 , locally in the region of propagation with a positive
cross product as shown in Equation S8 in the Supporting
Information, which indicates that the gel circular locomotion is in
the counterclockwise direction. Note that the gel circular motion
����⃗𝜏𝜏 is quite slow, with a time scale TC ~ 7×105 (see
driven by 𝑘𝑘
Figure 1A), which is far longer than TS ~ 50. The translational
����⃗𝑟𝑟 . The
motion is characterized by the linear momentum, 𝑘𝑘
analysis of Figure S4 in the Supporting Information demonstrates
that the gel moves along the direction from its center toward the
�����⃗) with velocity 𝑉𝑉
����⃗𝑇𝑇 , as seen in Figure 2A. Because the
spiral tip (𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
total motion of the gel is made up of rotation and translation, it
exhibits a closed circular motion (see Figure 1A).
When I = 0.02, simple spiral waves lose stability to complex,
i.e., tip-meandering spiral waves. These waves propel the gel to
undergo complex locomotion. As shown in Figure 2B, the rigid
rotation of the spiral tip (small closed circle, i.e., the tip of the
simple spiral wave as shown in Figure 1A) starts to meander
along the boundary of the gel in the counterclockwise direction.
As noted above, the translational motion of the gel always lies
along the direction from the gel’s center toward the wave’s tip.
Thus, the trajectory of the gel center is roughly a circle that is not
closed, because of the meandering of the spiral tip, the
movement of which never coincides with previous tip's circular
motion, continuously turns the driving direction, causing steering
motion. This type of circular gel locomotion is fundamentally
different from the closed circular locomotion described earlier,
which has the same period as spiral tip meandering. It is
important to note that the period of spiral tip meandering, TM, is
about 8×103 (I = 0.02, see Figure 2B), which is far smaller than
TC (about 7×105 as shown in Figure1A) for the closed circular
����⃗𝑇𝑇 | changes little with illumination intensity (see
motion. Since |𝑉𝑉
Figure S5a), the ratio between TM and TC (TC/TM ≈ 87.5) leads to
RC (diameter of closed circular locomotion of the gel) being far
larger than RM (that of the non-closed circular locomotion driven
by tip meandering), i.e., RC/RM ≈ 80 (see Figure 1B). Note that
two contiguous periods of steering motion never overlap. As
shown in inset in Figure 2B, blue and black arrows at points ①
and ⑤ (the start and the end phase of one period of steering
motion, respectively) pointing in different directions, indicate the

gel’s direction of motion changes over one cycle. These nonclosed cycles make up the toroidal locomotion of the gel (see
Figure 1B and Figure S2). Moreover, we analyze the rotational
�⃗ ) of circular locomotion driven by centered and
��⃗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �Ω
vector (ω
non-centered meandering spiral waves, respectively, in Figure
S5B and C of the Supporting Information.
The above analysis demonstrates that the locomotion
modes of the gel are dominated by the asymmetry of the spiral
wave’s dynamics, where closed circular and toroidal locomotion
are driven by propagation of non-centered simple spiral waves
and meandering spiral waves, respectively. We identify three
factors that control these locomotion modes. The first is the gel
��⃗ with the longest time scale, TC). The
rotation propelled by ����⃗
𝑘𝑘𝜏𝜏 (Ω
second is the ����⃗
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 -driven translational motion of the gel (linear
����⃗𝑇𝑇 ). The third is the meandering of the spiral
motion with velocity 𝑉𝑉
����⃗𝑇𝑇 (with high
tip, which leads to rapid changes of the direction of 𝑉𝑉
frequency, fM) and then a new circular locomotion with small
diameter, RM. It is clear that the transition between the two modes
of gel locomotion originates from the onset of meandering of the
spiral tip.

Dynamical analysis of the transition between locomotion
modes
We now analyze the dynamic origins of the transition to
meandering of spiral waves. The spiral waves are generated from
the synchronization of local oscillations through diffusion over the
gel, which can be analyzed in terms of the local kinetics. Figure
3A shows the oscillation dynamics at the gel center (vmax) as a
function of illumination. In the low light intensity region (I = 0.00.0059), the local oscillations show simple dynamics; but in the
high intensity region (I > 0.0059), complex oscillations appear.
Insets 1 and 3 display dynamic attractors of the local oscillations
in u-v-ϕ space at I = 0.0 and 0.02, respectively. When I = 0.0, the
attractor shows a simple limit cycle (inset 1 in Figure 3A), and only
a single point in the Poincaré return map (inset 2 in Figure 3A),
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which indicates that only simple oscillations occur. The power
spectrum of this oscillation shows only one frequency, fS (Figure
3B). When I is increased to 0.02, the attractor becomes a torusshaped limit cycle (inset 3 in Figure 3A), and the invariant circle
of the Poincaré return map (inset 4 in Figure 3A) corresponds to
the quasiperiodic trajectory.

an illumination-induced secondary Hopf bifurcation, which is the
origin of the transition from circular to toroidal locomotion of the
gel. We also show the power spectrum for the time series of the
y-coordinate of the gel center of mass in Figure 3C, where fC can
be found at both light intensities (I = 0.0 and I = 0.02). At I = 0.02,
the oscillation frequency, fM, of the local dynamics supports the
meandering of spiral waves, which drive a non-closed circular
motion of the gel. The non-closed nature of this locus generates
the frequency of the torus, fT in the inset of Figure 3C.

Next, we attempt to control the trajectory of the gel by
exploiting the illumination-induced transition between locomotion
modes. The closed circular motion of our gel in Figure 1B can be
considered approximately as linear motion (“run”), because its
diameter greatly exceeds that of the gel, and the gel’s non-closed
circular motion as shown in Figure 1B, caused by tip meandering,
can be regarded as steering motion (“turn”). In nature, a relatively
simple but very important mode of composite locomotion is
polygon locomotion, which is composed of sequences of runs and
turns. Larval taxis, for example (such as phototaxis of drosophila
larvae[29]) involves two alternating steps: running, i.e., persistent
forward locomotion; and turning, i.e., reorientation of the larva to
set the direction of the next run. During the gel locomotion, the
run motion is supported by the self-sustained simple spiral wave
propagation with frequency fS, and the turn motion is introduced
by a second frequency fM. Similarly, Euglena gracilis[30] displays
polygonal motion under increasing light intensity, with the run and
turn motions resulting from flagellar beating with single and
double frequencies,[30] respectively, where the beating frequency
(single or double) can be modulated by the illumination intensity.
[30]
We first seek to design a polygon locomotion composed of a
sequence of non-illuminated and homogeneous illuminationcontrolled locomotion; that is, run and turn, respectively. The
spiral waves without illumination, initiated at the corner of gel,
drive the gel to undergo the run motion, while the illuminationinduced tip-meandering of spiral waves produces the turn motion.
Two problems remain to be solved. The first is to generate
reversible changes between the two locomotion modes under
modulated illumination. The second is to obtain the relationship
between the irradiation time and the turn angle (Δβ) of the
locomotion.
For the first problem, we monitor the reversible dynamics of
the system modulated by illumination, as shown in Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information. Next, we examine the relationship
between the duration of a light pulse and the turn angle, Δβ, which
produces the phase difference of the non-closed circular rotation.
Figure 2B shows the trajectories of the gel center and the spiral
tip under constant illumination, where the tip meandering and the
gel-center
locomotion
occur
synchronously
in
the
counterclockwise direction. For turn (or steering) angles of nπ/2,
n =1, 2, 3 and 4, in Figure 2B, we mark the locomotion of the spiral
tip and the gel center with red arrows and black arrows
respectively. The duration of illumination (Tsteering or Tturn), required
to produce Δβ = π/2, π, 3π/2 and 2π, calculated from the
trajectory of the gel center, is shown in Figure 4A. Note that Tturn
for Δβ = 2π is just TM. Figure 4A shows that as I increases from
0.006 to 0.03, TM decreases from 13700 to 7200. But, for I > 0.03
TM changes little. The values of Tturn with Δβ = π/2, π, 3π/2 and

Figure 3. Local dynamics of the transition from circular to toroidal locomotion
of an active gel. A) vmax of the gel center vs. I; insets are limit cycles (1 and 3)
and corresponding Poincaré return maps (2 and 4, respectively). B) Power
spectra of the v oscillations of the gel center at I = 0.0 and 0.02. The inset is an
expanded view of the square region with red dashed boundaries. C) Power
spectra of the gel center of mass motion at I = 0.0 and I = 0.02.

The associated power spectrum shows a new frequency, fM,
in addition to fS (see inset in Figure 3B). The above analysis
indicates that the meandering of spiral waves is associated with
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2π are roughly equidistant in time, which indicates that the spiral
tip meanders at a constant speed.
Using the relationship between Tturn and Δβ (Figure 4A), we
can design a programed trajectory composed of runs and turns of
the gel, controlled by a programmed sequence of square wave
pulses of illumination. Each sequence consists of alternating
stages with I = 0.0 and I. To shorten the turn time of the
programmed locomotion, we set the light intensity to I = 0.03. We

Figure 5. Gel locomotion under differential illumination. Left and right
illumination regions are dark (I = 0) and bright (I = 0.03), respectively. t = A) 0,
B) 68575, and C) 152424. Numbers 1 and 2 denote the positions of two corners
of the gel. “O” denotes the position of the center of mass. See Movie S7 in the
Supporting Information.

A very simple scheme of gel locomotion under differential
illumination as shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5A, the gel undergoes
closed circular locomotion under I=0 (the run part), where the
spiral tip always drifts in the “head” area of the gel (near corner 1
as shown in Figure 5A). When the spiral tip moves to the
illuminated region with I = 0.03 as shown in Figure 5B, it begins
to meander anticlockwise along the gel boundary, resulting in
turning motion of the gel. Next, when the spiral tip returns to the
dark region, the gel again undergoes circular locomotion, but
along a new direction when departing the illuminated region, as
shown in Figure 5C (another run segment). In conclusion, the gel
can not only sense the differential illumination through its spiral
dynamics but it also exhibits specific locomotion paths of negative
phototaxis similar to those seen in drosophila larvae.[29]
Figure 4. Gel locomotion under the control of square waves of illumination. A)
Duration of illumination required to produce steering angle Δβ as a function of I.
B) Time series of illumination with I = 0.03. For each curve (Tc1, Tc2, Tc3 and Tc4),
duration of I = 0.03 (Tturn) is 1453.0, 3212.0, 4924.0 and 6635.0, respectively;
and the duration of I = 0 (Trun) is 58471.5, 26002.0, 30041.3 and 40000.0,
respectively. Trajectories of gel center show periodic steering of gel with angle
∆β = C) π/2, D) π, E) 3π/2 and F) 2π, with illumination times Tc1, Tc2, Tc3 and
Tc4, respectively (see Movies S3-6 in the Supporting Information, respectively).

design four sequences (Tc1 - Tc4) as shown in Figure 4B. Note that
both gel self-rotation and tip meandering-induced turning of the
gel are always anticlockwise, so the value of the anticlockwise
vector is defined to be positive. The trajectory of gel locomotion
can be designed according to the follow scalar equation,
Ω 𝑆𝑆 ×Trun + Ω T×Tturn + ∆β = γ
(1)
Where Ω S (4.984×10-4, I = 0.0 ) and Ω T (6.355×10-4, I = 0.03) are
the self-rotation velocities of the gel during the closed circular
motion (black large circle in Figure 1) and toroidal motion (blue
small circle in Figure 2), which can be calculated as the slopes of
α (self-rotation angle) vs. t, respectively, and γ is the net angle,
resulting from the superposition of gel self-rotation and tip
meandering-induced turning, over one run-turn cycle. For
different turn angles (Δβ = π/2, π, 3π/2 and 2π) at each turn, we
adjust the Trun value separately to fit specific values of γ (120.0°,
195.0°, 288.0°, and 384.2°) according to Equation (1), to give

Discussion and Conclusion

5

We have demonstrated that the propagation of simple and
tip-meandering spiral waves can drive a gel to undergo circular
and toroidal motion, respectively. By utilizing the steering effect of
a meandering spiral wave on the gel locomotion, we obtained the
ability to program the gel locomotion for a variety of trajectories.
From our study of this reaction-diffusion-mechanics system, a
general scheme for programming trajectories of soft matter
locomotion with mixtures of runs and turns can be proposed; that
is, simple spiral waves at the corner of active matter drive
approximately linear locomotion, i.e. run motion, corresponding to
a segment of large-diameter circular locomotion, and turn motion,
i.e., steering motion, is caused by spiral tip-meandering through a
secondary Hopf bifurcation. Furthermore, experimental
realization of this theoretical work should be straightforward.
Systems in nature are far more complex than that studied
here. In this work, the gel is not large enough to support more
sophisticated trajectories of spiral-tip drift that might modulate the
gel to undergo even more complex locomotion. It will be also
important to carry out investigations in three spatial dimensions.
In addition, self-adaptive behavior may appear as a result of the
interaction between active gels and their environment, which is a
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triangular, petaloid, pentagonal, and circular gel locomotion,
respectively.
Naturally, programmable locomotion of our gel can also be
controlled by spatially coded illumination (differential light
intensity). In other word, the gel can autonomously undergo runturn locomotion in response to environmental variations, just as
many organisms do. In both cases, the behavior originates from
the system’s internal dynamics.
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basic function of living organisms. Studies on the communication
between different gels driven by spiral waves and their collective
movement may contribute to our understanding of natural and
biological systems. This work and further investigations should
also yield insights into the design of soft robots and functional
materials.

3877.
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Run and Turn! With alternation between darkness and illumination, transition between
nearly linear (“run”) and steering (“turn”) locomotion can be realized. Such composite
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locomotion is often found in biological activities like larval taxis.
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